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Modern Diamond Cluster

TOTAL WEIGHT, Gms: 6.30 Cast assembled REF.:

ALLOY: 18ct White Gold, Rhod. Finish Unknown CLIENT REF:

STAMPED: "750" Rub-over & grain set

QUALITY/ STANDARD: Very good Yes

CONDITION IS: Very good Rounded Size N 2.5- 2.2 Grain set

DESCRIPTION:

Examined in the setting. Quality size & weight estimated: WEIGHT: 1.44 cts
QUANTITY: 1x SHAPE: Modern round brilliant
APPROX. MM 7.15- 7.10x 4.56 COLOUR: I
MAKE: CLARITY: I1
COMMENT:

Examined in the setting. Quality size & weight estimated: WEIGHT: 0.38 cts (Total)
QUANTITY: 40x SHAPE: Modern round brilliant
APPROX. MM COLOUR: G-H
MAKE: CLARITY: Si2
COMMENT:

Metals US$ /oz:Gold $1,255

Platinum $1,460

Palladium $850

Economic : NZ$  / US $ 0.83

NZ$  / AU $ 0.89

G.S.T. 15.00%

www.jvsnz.co.nzGemmologist; GIA Diamonds Graduate; M.J.V.S.NZ

Your address

P.O.Box 20, Shortland Street, Auckland 1140, T.(09) 377 0730  W. jewelleryvaluers.co.nz

10 June 2014

Round brilliant, rub-over set in a raised bezel and surrounded by a 13.0mm frame, grain set with a circle of 24x small
round brilliants. On a tapered 4-pillar under-setting and a plain tapered band, rounded with flat sides, swept-up at
shoulders, each grain set with a row of 8x small round brilliants.

DIAMOND

Very Good

DIAMOND

1.30- 1.20
Very Good

Your name

SHANK/ mm /SHOULDERS:

RING….

MANUFACTURE:

MAKER/DESIGNER:

SETTING STYLE:

STONES SECURE?

Replacement Value may be used for INSURANCE PURPOSES. The value stated is an OPINION of theoretical replacement value on an identical or similar item (unless otherwise stated)
from a traditional prestige New Zealand showroom, without discount or negotiation, in NZ dollars, including GST & Duty if applicable, on the date specified. Items are valued in their
current condition, deductions may have been made for wear and tear. Antique, and items that are not currently in production, are at the value they would realistically cost in open
market situation between a willing seller and a willing buyer. This valuation is INDEPENDENT, the valuer declares no pecuniary interest in the piece described. There are no uniform
selling prices for jewellery and unless stated, this value does not represent any previous or present retail price. This valuation is for INSURANCE purposes only, intended for the client
named above and MUST NOT TO BE USED for price comparison. The valuer accepts no responsibility if this document is used for any other purpose. Jewellery Valuers Co. Ltd. accept
no responsibility for any commercial transaction or third party relying on this document.

Donald Francey F.G.A

REPLACEMENT VALUE $18,750.00
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